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HISTORY
CULTURE
TRAVEL
POLITICS
Exhibition
Rembrandt
House

Rembrandt's Elephant
By Michiel Roscam Abbing
Hansken is by far the most famous elephant
of the seventeenth century. Brought to
Holland at the request of the Prince of
Orange, she arrived in Amsterdam in the
summer of 1633. Her arrival did not go
unnoticed. The elephant was at once a
major attraction. Until her death in Florence
in 1655, she would continue to astound the
public with her fixed repertoire of tricks,
including fencing with a sword and firing a
pistol. Kings, students, scholars, preachers
and travelers, everyone was interested.
Hansken’s host of admirers included
Rembrandt and Stefano della Bella, both of
whom saw and drew her. The author Michiel
Roscam Abbing will be the guest-curator. His
book Rembrandt's Elephant will be the
catalogue of the exhibition.
Additional information:
Published 2019 (Dutch/English) - Complete
English translation - ISBN: 9789079624195 –
136 pages - Colour & b/w illustr. - Paperback
Rights: World

Art
Culture/Myth

Humanity's End as a New
Beginning - By Mineke Schipper
Art: Yuriko Fujita Yamaguchi
Long before scholars started wondering and
worrying about The End, storytellers
provided their own answers in myths. How
long will people be allowed to continue
handling the earth and their fellow men
without respect, before the gods are going
to intervene? And what will happen to us
humans? Will fire from heaven set our earth
ablaze? Will a pandemic break out? Or will
we all be drowned?
This book by Mineke Schipper inspired
Yuriko Yamaguchi to create a series of art
works depicting both the growing despair
and the ultimate hope conveyed by these
thrilling stories from all over the globe. A
book about our worrisome world with
encouraging echoes of hope.
Additional Information:
Published
2021
(Leporello)
ISBN:
9789079624997 - Available in English - 148
pages - Rights: World

MUSIC
CULTURE

Rolling Stones
Music

The Rolling Stones in America
By Brian Ireland

Beatles
Diary

Beatlemaniac
By Patricia Gallo-Stenman

This monograph about the Rolling Stones
and the United States in the time period
from 1964 to 1972 explores the band’s
musical development, live on stage and in
studio recordings.While this book provides a
historical treatment of the Rolling Stones
and America in the Sixties, with thorough
citing of sources required by historians and
students, it is also written in a clear and
accessible style to appeal to the widest
potential audience. Stones’ fans will discover
much new material here, that has been
unearthed from obscure underground and
alternative newspapers, as well as a
previously unexplored reading of the Stones’
American journey, significantly just in time
for 2022 - the 60th anniversary of the
Stones’ formation, and also the 50th
anniversary of their legendary 1972
American Tour.

Driven by the frenzy of fan clubs, Beatles
concerts, and endless dreams and meeting
schemes, Diary of a Beatlemaniac: A Fab
Insider's Look at the Beatles Era romps
through the heady, roller-coaster days of
Beatlemania as seen through the eyes of
one Philadelphia schoolgirl and her band of
'Beatle Buddies.'
Compiled from the
author's
own
diary
and
extensive
scrapbooking, and featuring a wealth of
original
photographs
and
exclusive
interviews with Victor Spinetti and Hy Lit,
this extraordinary slice of life peeks into the
heart of an inner-city teen at the forefront
of Beatlemania. For Beatle-maniacs of any
age, this memoir offers a unique glimpse
into the groovy days of the Swingin' Sixties
and the chance to relive the magic of the
pop-culture phenomenon called the
Beatles.

Additional information:
Seeking initial publication as well as Foreign
Rights - approx. 110.000 words.
Rights: World

Additional Information:
Published 2018 (Cynren Press) - ISBN:
9781947976030 – 214 pages - Paperback 31 Illustration/photo's - Rights: World

MEMOIR
BIOGRAPHY

Memoir
Optimism

An Unfinished Portrait
By Miriam Frank

Memoir
Nomadic Life

My Innocent Absence
By Miriam Frank

Frank explores the world of her mother, Käte,
at an exceptionally turbulent time in history
leading to two world wars. It is a story of
relationship, love, betrayal and reprieve
between characters intimately bound with the
emerging ideologies and ensuing political and
artistic upheavals of the early twentieth
century. Flashbacks are reconstructed from
Käte’s photograph albums, some letters left
behind, and a return to her haunts. They
reveal a happy, passionate and liberated
young woman fervently committed to justice
in the face of the growing chaos and cruelty
under the ascendant Nazis in her native
Germany. After life in Berlin & London, and a
sojourn in the islands of Helgoland and
Mallorca, Käte settles in Barcelona where she
forms a liaison with Louis, an American living
in Spain following his work in counterintelligence in WW1.

Longlisted for the PEN-Ackerley prize for
a literary autobiography of excellence

Additional information:
256 pages - Hardback - Illustr/photo's
Rights: World (excl. World English, Greek,
French)

Additional Information:
300 pages - Hardback - Illustr/photo's
Rights: World (excl. World English, French,
Greek)

The reader follows Miriam’s vividly evoked
experiences in war-torn Spain and France,
and on to Casablanca, Mexico and New
Zealand, while family members are
murdered in Germany or flee to Holland,
Palestine and Italy. Along the way she
encounters renowned communists and
anarchists, writers and artists of the period.
My Innocent Absence traces Miriam’s journey
from fragmentation to wholeness, revealing
history’s role in the formation and fate of
the individual, along with the individual’s
inherent strength and resourcefulness to
thrive in the face of adversity, and – beyond
it – to break down barriers towards a more
connected and compassionate world.

MEMOIR
BIOGRAPHY

Relationship
Sixties

Survival
Family

A Rendezvous to Remember
By Terry Marshall, Ann Marshall

The Pale-Faced Lie
By David Crow

The true story of a soldier, a pacifist, and
the woman who loved them both
Jack offered the military life Ann had grown up
with. Terry, a conscientious objector, would
leave for the Peace Corps at summer’s end,
unless the draft board intervened and sent
him to jail. Her dilemma: she loved them both.
Ann had to make an agonizing choice—a
choice made all that much harder by her
meddling parents, Terry’s passionate pleas,
and Jack’s irresistible charm.
A Rendezvous to Remember is an intimate
portrayal of relationships in the early sixties,
written by a young woman finding her way in a
changing world and by the man who ultimately
won her heart. Provocative and delightfully
uncensored, this coming-of-age memoir is a
tribute to the enduring power of love and
family.

Growing up on the Navajo Indian
Reservation, David Crow and his three
siblings idolized their dad, a self-taught
Cherokee who loved to tell his children
about his World War II feats. But as time
passed, David discovered the other side of
Thurston Crow, the ex-con with his own
code of ethics that justified cruelty, violence,
lies - even murder. Intimidating David with
beatings, Thurston coerced his son into
doing his criminal bidding. David’s mom, too
mentally ill to care for her children, couldn’t
protect him. Through sheer determination,
David managed to get into college and
achieve professional success. When he
finally found the courage to refuse his
father’s criminal demands, he unwittingly
triggered a plot of revenge that would force
him into a deadly showdown with Thurston
Crow.

Additional information:
Published 2021 (Sandra Jonas Publishing) ISBN: 9781733338622 - 378 pages - Hardback
Rights: World

Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Sandra Jonas Publishing) ISBN: 9780997487152 - 356 pages Paperback - Rights: World

MEMOIR
BIOGRAPHY

Apartheid
South Africa

Memoir
Trauma

Running from the Mirror
By Howard Shulman

A Boy Named Courage
By Himmet Dajee

As quickly as his face disappeared, so did his
mother and father
Just three days after he was born, Howard
Shulman contracted an infection that attacked
his face, devouring his nose, lips, lower right
eyelid, tear ducts, and palate. Abandoned at
the hospital by his parents, he became a ward
of New Jersey under the care of a stateemployed surgeon who experimentally rebuilt
his face. Running from the Mirror is a poignant
story of one man's struggle to survive against
staggering odds and create a meaningful life
for himself. With unapologetic candor, Howard
gives an unflinching account of growing up a
bullied outcast, with no family to officially call
his own. Relying on little more than street
smarts and grit, he rises from dishwasher to
successful entrepreneur. Along the way, a
European actress, a schoolteacher, and a fiery
Latina help transform his life.

2019 - Benjamin Franklin Silver Award
Winner

Additional information:
Published (Sandra Jonas Publishing) - ISBN:
9780985581534 - 248 pages - Paperback Rights: World

Additional Information:
Published (Cynren Press)
ISBN: 9781947976009 – 222 pages Hardback - Rights: World

A Surgeon's Memoir of Apartheid
A Boy Named Courage: A Surgeon's Memoir of
Apartheid is the story of one man's quest to
overcome racism and oppression to find his
place in the world and escape the shadow
of his troubled homeland. Thoughtful,
emotionally honest, and at times heartrending, this account of the personal toll
wrought by one of the most shameful
periods in modern history provides a
unique glimpse into an often-overlooked
community affected by apartheid. It is also a
testament to the triumph of the human
spirit, and to the boy who persevered
against all odds to live up to his name:
Courage.

SPIRITUALITY
ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH
Soul
Spirituality

Growth
Spiritual guides

Featherlight
By Ellen Scheffer

The Return Home
By Marie-Claire van der Bruggen

We are all guided by spiritual guides,
whether we realize it or not. Our guides
really want us to become more aware of
their presence and to work with them.
According to them, our lives could be much
more enjoyable and smoother with their
support. By reaching out to our personal
guides and following our inner guidance, we
can greatly accelerate our spiritual growth.
Ellen Scheffer wrote this book with the help
ofher guides. And in it you will find
questions such as: How do guides guide us
and in what way can we make contact? What
is the purpose of our life and how do our
guides think about well-known themes coming from different spiritual currents such as: 'Reincarnation', 'We are all one',
'You create your own reality' and how we
should apply in our daily life?

An exceptionally personal and revealing
account of what to say and what not to say
when someone is grieving - Cindy Connors,
Emmy Award-winning producer

Additional Information:
Published 2007 (Eoscentra/Pallasia) ISBN: 9789075362770 - Paperback - 278
pages - Rights: World (excl. Germany)

Additional Information:
Published 2017 (She Writes Press)
ISBN: 9781631522420 – 256 pages –
Paperback - Rights: World

Real stories and real feedback on what
should be said, what should be kept to
yourself, and what can be done when trying
to support someone you care about as they
navigate loss. Breaking Sad helps us start
conversations through its pages of personal
stories and suggestions from everyday
survivors - bringing us all to a place where
we can more comfortably offer support
and caring to people when they need it
most. Featuring stories from Montel
Williams,
Olivia
Newton-John,
Scott
Hamilton, Giuliana Rancic, Valerie Harper,
and more!

SPIRITUALITY
ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH

Minfulness
Dying

Memories in Dragonflies
By Lannette Cornell Bloom

Loss
Sold: Turkey

Breaking Sad By Jennifer Jones
& Shelly Fisher

Lannette Cornell Bloom was 43 when her
mother was diagnosed with pulmonary
fibrosis. She quit her job & dove headlong
into the familiar role of care-taking. This
choice-to slow down & be present for the
hardest year of her life-resulted in an
awakening. In unexpected moments, as
childhood memories flooded into the
present, Lannette glimpsed bits of magic
that existed just beyond the pain. Without
knowing it, she was experiencing a mindful
dying process with her mother & it was a
journey that would change the way she lived
the rest of her life. This memoir gracefully
uncovers the beauty that is often lost within
the dying process & is a beautiful portrait of
what it means to be human and a gentle
reminder to enjoy every moment, because
even the simplest ones bring lasting joy.

An exceptionally personal and revealing
account of what to say and what not to say
when someone is grieving - Cindy Connors,
Emmy Award-winning producer

Additional Information:
Published 2018 (She Writes Press) ISBN: 9781631524691 - Paperback - 122
pages - Rights: World

Additional Information:
Published 2017 (She Writes Press)
ISBN: 9781631522420 – 256 pages –
Paperback - Rights: World

Real stories and real feedback on what
should be said, what should be kept to
yourself, and what can be done when trying
to support someone you care about as they
navigate loss. Breaking Sad helps us start
conversations through its pages of personal
stories and suggestions from everyday
survivors - bringing us all to a place where
we can more comfortably offer support
and caring to people when they need it
most. Featuring stories from Montel
Williams,
Olivia
Newton-John,
Scott
Hamilton, Giuliana Rancic, Valerie Harper,
and more!

SPIRITUALITY
ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH

Alt. Medicine
Chronic pain

Living with Fibromyalgia
By Sjoukje Okma
More and more is known about
fibromyalgia. A lot is written about it and
advice on what to do can be easily found.
However, the information and insights are
not always clear, as Fibromyalgia is a
complex disease. It has various causes and
there are multiple factors which contribute
to
maintaining
the
clinical
picture.
Fibromyalgia is an exclusion illness. People
with this condition have tough luck (twice).
In addition to physical impediments, they
also regularly encounter incomprehension.
Their complaints can be seen as a pose.
"Learn to live with it" physicians often say.
With such a statement, the search continues
for the sufferer. What to do with all the tips
and advice you get from (social) media,
professionals and all those concerned? What
can you do to no longer give in and let the
complaints take control?
Additional Information:
Published 2019 - 2nd edition - ISBN:
9789082725629 – 112 pages – Paperback Illustration (full colour) - - Rights: World

Namikoshi
Shiatsu

The Shiatsu Book
by European Shiatsu Academy®
In the Namikoshi Shiatsu Colleges and
Academies worldwide there is a standard
treatment and procedure to perform considering
this treatment. All Shiatsu treatments developed
by Denis Binks are the main subject of the
tutorials given by the teachers of The European
Shiatsu Academy ( ESA ). Some of the treatments
developed by Denis Binks are based on already
existing Japanese treatments. Other treatments
have additions by teachers of the European
Shiatsu Academy. The authors fulfill the long
standing request of many people to put the work
of Denis in a book . It certainly offers a
deepening contribution to Shiatsu. Denis took
Shiatsu, originally a very old method of Eastern
medical treatment, to our Western world and
developed the Eastern knowledge to an
integrated modern collection of treatments.
Additional Information:
Published (European Shiatsu Academy) Complete English translation - ISBN:
9789090313382 - Paperback - 96 pagina's
(27.342 words) - b/w illustrations - Rights: World

SPIRITUALITY
ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH

Intuition
Reading people

Secrets of Intuition
By Luc van Esch

Spiritual guide
Workshops
(internat)

Wings of Freedom
By Prajnaparamita

Get direct insights in yourself and people you
don’t know. Do you want to be able to trust
your intuition more? And would you like to
be better in assessing people you don't
know? This book will explain how you can
get easy access to your intuition and master
the skill of reading people. The reading
techniques I am providing, can be applied
right away. They will give you deeper insight
in the other, in your relationships and your
own life as it is now. It will be easier to make
choices as doubts will disappear. It will open
your eyes and you will get a different view of
people and the world. Everybody can
develop their intuition. For you, too, your
intuition can become a tool that you can
trust. It will work easier and faster than
you'd probably think.

This book stands in a long tradition of
spiritual teachings, offering dialogues
between the spiritual guide and their
student. It is written for those with an
intense desire to dive into life's big
questions: what is reality, what is freedom,
who am I really? Wings of Freedom offers a
doorway to the liberating revelation of the
mystery within. Here, in the heart of life,
everything is perfectly resting in itself. With
piercing clarity, the reader is guided to see
the illusionary nature of ideas and beliefs.
Nothing needs to be understood, done or
solved to realise the supreme reality, the
Self of all that exists. It is the dedication to
truth
that
yields
awakening,
an
overwhelming
dawn
of
peace
and
unconditional love.

Additional Information:
Published - Compete English translation
available - ISBN: 9789460151699 – 224
pages – Paperback - Rights: World

Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Dharma Chakra
Publications) - ISBN: 9789082584219 Paperback - 176 pages - Rights: World

SPIRITUALITY
ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH

Dreaming
Spirituality

Manual of the Dream Artist
6 Steps Dreaming Guide
Workbook

How to Lucid Dream Manual
By Elizabeth August/Dreamshield
How to Lucid Dream for Beginners gives you a
great feeling. If you dream consciously (dreaming
while being aware that you are dreaming), you
have control over events. Or at least the
realization that you can control the situation.
With the 6-step lucid dreaming guide there will
be a day that you can instruct yourself to fly like a
bird or to explore the Moon.
Lucid dreams offer a pathway to healing and
spiritual enlightenment and heightens our
human experience. With the 6-Step Lucid
Dreaming Guide also in daily life you will become
more aware. The purpose of human is to master
lucid dreaming shamans say. One becomes the
dreamer and the dream, to be a living dream
weaver that experiences one's own dream.
Additional Information:
Seeking initial publishing & translation rights
Complete English translation
Rights: World (incl World English)

Also
Available

SPIRITUALITY
ALTERNATIVE
HEALTH

Spirit Guide
Life after death

Spiritual guide
Soul experience
Life after Death

A Visit from Heaven
The Fairy Tale of Death
By Marie Claire van der Bruggen By Marie Claire van der Bruggen
Visiting Heaven is the sequel to The Fairy Tale
of Death. Marie-Claire van der Bruggen
relives the last days of her father's life,
which they spend together and which they
both experienced as very intensive, open
and enriching.
At the time of her father's passing a bridge
forms between this world and the world
hereafter, and because of this they
experience this period as a very touching
and thankful period.
After some time Marie-Claire and her father
are back in touch with each other. During
these conversations we learn more about
what happens to us when we die and how
things evolve after death.
Additional Information:
Published 2020 (Eoscentra/Pallasia) - 5th
reprint - ISBN: 9789082758221 - 96 pages Hardback - Rights: World (excl. Germany)

The Fairytale of Death is an inspiring story of
a little Soul who is about to make her first
journey to Earth. In a pleasant and simple
way, this book answers questions such as:
what happens before we travel to Earth and
what does it feel like for a soul to be born in
a human body? How does a soul experience
life on Earth? And finally, how does a soul
experience the dying process, or the return
Home?
You join the Little Soul on her big adventure.
It is a wonderful journey that may help you
to discover who you really are and where
you really come from. It shows you that
there is no need to be afraid of dying,
because, in fact, death is only a fairy tale…
Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Dharma Chakra
Publications) - ISBN: 9789082584219 Paperback - 176 pages - Rights: World

PSYCHOLOGY

Confidence
Parent's Guide

Psychology
Bereavement

My Mother, My Daughter,
My Self By Jane Goldberg
This book is a significant self-revelatory work
which chronicles the separation process
between mother and child, focusing most
specifically on the mother/daughter relationship. The book asks a core question for all
mothers and adult children: how do we
perform the perplexing, sometimes terrifying
act of separation from our mothers and our
children while simultaneously marching
toward the unknown terrain of individuality?
How do we yield to this inevitable process of
emotional separation from that which was
once our own self? The author uses her own
experiences as a daughter, as a mother of a
newly-adopted baby, and as a psychoanalyst
to explore an essential truth: that our
relationships with our mothers affect our
other significant love relationships, our
values, our self-esteem, and our sense of
satisfaction, often throughout the whole of
our lives.
Additional Information:
Published (FAB) - ISBN: 9781911383055 371 Pages - Pb - Rights: World

Brighter Futures
By Melissa Knox
Brighter Futures has been written by a team of
clinical psychologists for parents and carers of
children aged 4-11. This book tackles some of
the challenges that face a child of this age in the
modern world. Maybe your child is struggling to
live life to the full. Perhaps worries are holding
them back? Maybe they are finding friendships
tricky? Maybe teachers have raised concerns
that something is getting in the way of your
child being happy or fulfilling their potential at
school? The team of clinical psychologists guide
you through exactly what to do, from figuring
out the roots of the problem, to making and
reviewing a manageable plan of action. This
book considers the whole child and all the
aspects which make up their world including
environment, their routines, diet, exercise, brain
development their feelings and their views and
helps you guide your child to learn the essential
skills of life.
Additional Information:
Published (Free Association Books)
ISBN: 9781911383130 - 200 Pages - Pb
Rights: World

PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology
Schizophrenia

The Psychiatry of Resolving
Schizophrenia Psychoanalytically
By Dr. Gillian Steggles

Dementia
Healthcare

Holding Time
By Esther Ramsay-Jones

This book offers a scientific, explanatory,
visual model of the mind affected by
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, the
general pathway it follows when it receives
remedial treatment with psychoanalytic
psychotherapy, and a way of visually
conceptualizing its resolution when treated
by this method. This book tries to present
visually the overall sum of the changes these
schizophrenic
minds
undergo
during
remedial psychoanalytic psychotherapy. The
experience of psychoanalytic psychotherapy
is outlined, along with personal attributes
required of the patient. This book aims to
illustrate the very real possibility for future
flourishing that working through difficulties
like these makes possible for patients who
persevere.

Informed by the author’s work in dementia care
and palliative care as a psychodynamic
psychotherapist, Holding Time contributes to an
increasing recognition of the importance and
value of relationship-centred care in this field.
Holding Time explores how the relational
investment in care is vital alongside a technical
one. The book does this by detailing the microinteractions of everyday care and concern and
play before moving out on to a wider,
organisational and macro stage. It addresses
our fears about dependency on a societal level,
and attempts to challenge the foregrounding of
the independent, rational individual over all
other experiences. The author’s contribution
offers a predominantly psycho-analytic take. It
is a contemporary exploration of the dementia
care field, and contributes to the general
movement to improve care of those living (and
working) with dementia.

Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Free Ass. Books) - ISBN:
9781911383314 - 300 Pages - Paperback
Rights: World

Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Free Ass. Books) - ISBN:
9781911383253 - 230 Pages - Paperback
Rights: World

PSYCHOLOGY

Parenting
Counselling

Attachment
Psychotherapy

Discover Attachment Theory
By Joan Woodward
Written in straightforward language, and
accessible to the average reader, Discover
Attachment Theory is the first of a series of
short books which will show how Attachment
Theory can be relevant to everybody.
Thirty years ago, Joan Woodward coined the
phrase ‘Neurotic Solutions’ as a way of
describing how we all develop our highly
individual ‘sense of self’ as a result of how we
respond to our Attachment experiences from
birth onwards. In the intervening years, and
through her work as a psychotherapist,
Woodward became interested in the people
who have deeply rooted patterns of thinking,
feeling and behaving which come from their
‘sense of self.’ These patterns of behaviour
often cause them severe suffering, but they
find it too painful and difficult to change. This
book outlines what she has learnt.
Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Free Ass. Books) - ISBN:
9781911383215 - 100 Pages - Paperback Rights: World

Born Beautiful
By Jane Teverson
“There is so much that we can learn from the
client/counsellor relationship that would help us
understand what it is to be a child in a world full
of adults and so enrich our parent/child
relationships
and
all
our
child/adult
relationships. Most importantly the counsellor
can provide what was unavailable in early
relationships. Key words in the relationship with
the counsellor are: trust, closeness, flexibility,
encouragement, warmth, safety, mutuality,
caring, compassion, kindness. These are words
parents can incorporate into their relationships
with their children as well.”
Jane Teverson expertly explains how counselling
theory can be used by parents throughout the
child’s life, from infancy to adolescence, and
makes a case for compassionate parenting.
With helpful summaries at the end of each
chapter and an accessible writing style, this
book has a wide appeal. With real, usable advice
and examples for parents.
Additional Information:
Published 2020 (FAB) - ISBN: 9781911383413 180 Pages - Paperback - Rights: World

PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology
The Self

Governing the Soul
By Nikolas Rose
This work is now widely recognised as one of
the founding texts in a new approach to
analyzing the links between political power,
expertise and the self. This "governmentality"
perspective has had important implications
for a range of academic disciplines including
criminology, political theory, sociology and
psychology and has generated much
theoretical
innovation
and
empirical
investigation.
This 2nd edition adds a new introduction
setting
out
the
methodological
and
conceptual bases of this approach and a new
final chapter that considers some of the
implications of recent developments in the
government of subjectivity.
Sold: China (Simplified Char.), Japanese
Additional Information:
Published (Free Ass. Books) - ISBN: 9781853434440 - 352 Pages - Paperback
Rights: World

Psychology
Cultural Studies

The Alchemy of Performance
Anxiety By Clare Hogan
With mental health increasingly in the spotlight,
this book offers a new perspective on anxiety.
The focus of this book is on the application of
psychological alchemical practice to address,
explore and examine the nature and cause of
anxiety in order to tackle and overcome it. It has
never been more relevant to illustrate the
reality that scientific, artistic and spiritual
understanding,
together
with
practical
application, has the capacity to eliminate
anxiety and gain personal control, liberation
and fulfilment. The book is designed as a
personal development book rather than a
scholarly work and, although it is relevant to all
ages (depending on timing), it was written with
18 – 30 year olds being the main inspiration
through apparent and ever increasing necessity.
It is a source book that can be dipped into
anywhere or launch further investigation into
any of the various disciplines and practices
covered.
Additional Information:
Published (FAB) - ISBN: 9781911383130 - 200
Pages - Pb - Rights: World

PSYCHOLOGY

Workplace Culture
Gender Studies
Parenting
Schizophrenia

Divorcing Mom
By Melissa Knox
Psychoanalysis was her family's religion instead of wafers and wine, there were
Seconals, Nembutals, and gin. Baptized into
the faith at fourteen, Melissa Knox endured
her analyst’s praise of her childlike, victimized
mother - who leaned too close, ate off
Melissa’s plate, and thought “pedophile”
meant “silly person.”
Gaslighted with the notions that she’d
seduced her father, failed to masturbate, and
betrayed her mother, Melissa shouldered the
blame. Her story of a family pulled into and
torn apart by psychoanalysis exposes the
abuse inherent in its authoritarianism as
Melissa learns, with a startling sense of
humor and admirable chagrin, that divorcing
Mom is sometimes the least crazy thing to
do.
Additional Information:
Published 2019 (Cynren Press) - ISBN:
9781947976054 - 9 photo's - 228 Pages Hardback - Rights: World

Her Allies
By Hira Ali
At its core, Her Allies offers men the strategies
they need to become powerful advocates for
gender equality. But, at its heart, this book is an
invitation to all men who are willing to take that
bold first step and transform good intention
into meaningful action. Those men with the
courage to read on will embark on a
progressive journey that ends only when
women realise the same opportunities,
recognition, and respect that men already
command. Her allies aren't committed to this
journey for personal gain; these selfless
pioneers know that their children and
grandchildren will reap the rewards of their
efforts for generations to come.
'A practical, solid and enlightening guide that
details everyday actions allies can take to support
women at work and in communities.' - Afzal Khan
CBE, Member of UK Parliament
Additional Information:
Published 2021 (Neem Tree Press) - ISBN:
9781911107477 - 240 Pages - Paperback Rights: World

PSYCHOLOGY

Mental Illness
Depression

I'll Run Till the Sun Goes Down
By David Sandum

Addiction
Mental Illness

The Weight of Air
By David Poses

A Memoir about Depresseion & Discovering Art
David Sandum appeared to have it all: a
beautiful young family and a promising
career ahead as a business consultant. But
his life started veering off course, and upon
returning to his native Scandinavia, he fell
into an inexplicable, deep depression. I'll Run
Till the Sun Goes Down is a searingly honest
account of David's struggle to overcome his
crippling mental illness. After years of
hopeless despair, bleak hospitalizations, and
shattered dreams, he is finally saved by his
art. The paintbrush becomes his lifeline.
Richly illustrated with the work of the artists
who have inspired him as well as samples of
his own drawings and paintings, this memoir
offers both a compelling read and a visual
story of David's courageous battle with
depression.

In this groundbreaking memoir David chronicles
his struggle to overcome mental illness and
addiction. By age nineteen, he'd been through
medical detox, inpatient rehab, twelve-step
programs, and a halfway house. He saw his
drug use as a symptom of depression, but the
experts insisted that addiction was the problem.
Over the next thirteen years, he went from one
relapse to the next, drowning in guilt, shame,
and secrets, until he finally found an evidencebased treatment that not only saved his life, but
helped him thrive. With grit, humor, and brutal
honesty, David's story exposes the danger in
traditional recovery models: they actually
increase stigma and the risk of overdose,
relapse, and death. As depression and addiction
rates skyrocket and overdose fatalities surge,
The Weight of Air is a scathing indictment of our
failed response to the opioid crisis—and proof
that success is possible.
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